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1. Project aims, background and design
‘Christian Perspectives on Death and Dying’ is an ecumenical initiative supporting
Christians to engage with current debates surrounding death and dying – a series of
conferences across England and Wales fed into establishing a network of
ambassadors and the launch of a free on-line resource to support on-going work.
This project was funded by The Paristamen CIO
academics at Cardiff University: Dr Julie Latchem
and Professor Jenny Kitzinger (academic support).
Anglican, Methodist and Quaker partners with
Decision Assistance and Compassion in Dying.

charity and was developed by
(project lead and co-ordinator)
The initiative was supported by
input from charities Advance

The project addresses:
a) Ethical, medical and spiritual questions around end-of-life care in particular,
examining when to continue or discontinue interventions to prolong life
b) Questions concerning ‘assisted dying’/’assisted suicide’ and the relationship to
Christian theology
c) Practical issues in end-of-life preparation and information relevant to pastoral
work – including supporting Christians in understanding Advance Decisions and
Lasting Powers of Attorney.
In addition – opportunities for theological reflection on the Ars Moriendi (the art of
dying) were created by and through the project.
2. Delivery on the project strands
This project consisted of three strands (1) organising six conferences exploring
Christian Perspectives on Death and Dying (2) developing a network of ambassadors
within the Christian community and building community capacity to take forward
future initiatives (3) producing and disseminating resources to promote wider
discussion and future events focussed on Christian Perspectives on Death and
Dying.
2.1. Strand (1): Conferences and associated events to promote discussion of
Christian Perspectives on Death and Dying
Between November 2016 and October 2017 six conferences were held across
England and Wales in Gloucester (5th November 2016), Cardiff (16th November
2016), London (28th January 2017), Frome (11th February 2017), Oxford (29th April
2017) and York (1st July 2017). All, except the Cardiff event (which was on a
weekday) were on a Saturday. Three of these were hosted in venues provided by
our partners, two were held in non-religious public buildings and one in a Quaker
Meeting House where the venue was hired but without a formal external partner.
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Full reports of each event are available on the website at:
www.christiandying.org.uk
The aim was that partner organisations would collaborate with the project team to
identify speakers and providing panel discussants to reflect diverse spiritual and
theological perspectives on the issues raised – and support the delivery of each
conference in practical ways too (in some cases this involved considerable
contribution both of person-power and of financial commitments to enhance the
event e.g. via paying for central London venue and professional audio-recording
equipment).
Depending on the conference location, the events were accompanied by an
interactive collaborative arts exhibition, established through arts engagement with
research exploring medical, social, ethical and legal issues surrounding the care of
people in prolonged disorder of consciousness (e.g. the permanent vegetative state)
and there was specially commissioned work reflecting on the theological elements
of the project.
The vision for these conferences was that they were designed to ‘go deep’ rather
than be simple talking-head shops – and to invite imaginative, empathetic,
reflective as well as ‘reasoned’ engagement (hence the inclusion of exhibition
materials/art installations where possible). Each conference was built around 3 or
sometimes 4 different panels.
The three key panels at each conference focused on:
•

Accepting/forgoing medical treatment for oneself, or being involved in
decisions to provide/withdraw such treatment for others

•

Making decisions about future interventions for oneself through Advance
Decisions and Lasting Power of Attorney for health and welfare

•

Assisted dying debates

A forth panel ‘exploring spiritual care for the older person’ was included at one
conference at the request of the conference partner.
The panels were designed to build on each other (e.g. a shift between one session
on ‘deciding for others’ and one on ‘deciding for yourself’), allowing the conference
to become more than the sum of its parts in developing understanding and
engagement.
Ahead of the first conference, held in Gloucester, the project opened with an
evening seminar exploring ‘Have we lost the art of dying in the 21st century’ – a
through time exploration of attitudes towards death and dying and shifts in
theology and Christian practice.
Following the second conference in Cardiff a
series of evening events allowed conference attendees to engage with literature,
visual art and performance exploring some of the themes addressed during the
conference. This was not paid for out of the Paristamen project money, but from a
separate fund – but coordinated to allow conference attendees to benefit from
being able to come along that evening if they so wished.
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Following the fourth conference in Frome, the project co-ordinator (Julie Latchem)
used her own involvement in choral singing to organise an evening concert of choral
and instrumental classical, sacred and folk music (again not using Paristamen funds,
but coordinating the events to give conference attendees the opportunity to benefit
from this complementary event). The theme of the concert echoed that of the
conference day and acted as a different way to express and reflect upon the
messages given by the Christian faith about death and dying. Continuing but
extending the theme of the conference, the concert explored musical, theological
and to a point, liturgical expressions of death and dying, grief and hope of eternal
life.
Number of attendees: A total of nearly 700 people were involved in this project
either through attendance to conferences, speaking, performing or supporting the
events.
This can be broken down as follows:
•

42 different speakers contributed to the conferences. This included clergy,
academics across theology, social science, psychology, law, medicine and
ethics and health care professionals who engaged an extensive ecumenical
audience of faith leaders and congregation including Anglican, Methodist,
Quaker, Baptist, Catholic denominations with the key issues targeted by the
project.

•

472 people attended the conference days as participants (excluding
speakers).

•

30 people came to an evening seminar preceding the conference in
Gloucester – which allowed for in-depth discussion of Ars Moriendi.

•

185 (best estimate as no registration required) further people attended or
participated in the satellite events we held inspired by, or in connection
with, the project.

Attendees included congregation members, interested publics, clergy, lay members,
health care professionals, and some lawyers.
Additional reach of the project was achieved through media coverage at the time
(see section 2.4. – and will continue into the future via the online resource and work
of the ambassadors).
Reports for each conference are available – here we summarise the overall
response across all six events.
Increase in knowledge: At each conference (and the evening seminar), attendees
were asked to rate their understanding of the topics before and after the event – on
a 5 point scale with 1 being low and 5 high. On average, across the conferences
attendees rated their knowledge before the event as 3.28 and afterwards 4.56 – an
average increase of 1.28 points on a 5 point scale.
Attendees responded positively in terms of the information provided, the thought
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provoking nature of the talks and discussion, opportunity for learning and
reflection, the quality of the speakers and the organization of the events.
Comments included:
“Very insightful, creative and informative – with all aspects powerfully interrelated and presented. Different points of view represented which was
good.”
“Have found this so informative, supportive, thought-provoking. Am so
thankful – liberating day. I will go forward acting on what I have heard. A
brilliant day. Thank you.”
“Very good to raise the issues presented today and to get others thinking
and talking about death and it’s impact on us all.”
“I would really appreciate some worksheets/notes on the lectures maybe as
a resource for future reflection and learning – almost too much to take in at
once as much wonderful information and education material – challenging
to absorb all the treasures, so some future extra text or even transcripts of
the lectures would be perfect”.
Areas for improvement or reflection highlighted by attendees were mainly
practical issues or the desire to have more information or discussion or talks,
alongside the desire for the day to be shorter!
a) practical issues rasied included the comfort of seating or acoustics or the length
of the day (‘it was wonderful – but almost all too much!’; ‘I need an afternoon
snooze nowadays!’)
b) timing issues raised included the desire for more time to discuss each of the
themes (e.g. ‘I wanted longer on Advance Decisions and Lasting Power of
Attorney’ (this request for more information applied to every panel) or ‘I wish
other issues had also been covered’ (e.g. funeral planning). Such comments
reinforced interest in the area and a will from attendees to have more
information and discussion of these issues – but, of course, conflict with the
desire for a shorter day. It does suggest that a series of shorter events in any
particular site might work well in taking this work forward e.g. a series of
afternoon or evening discussion groups around key themes resourced from the
new toolkit.
Intentions to act: Those who attended (and completed feedback forms) had
significant plans for action following the conference days. These plans fell largely
into four categories – (1) plans to share information and facilitate discussion of the
key issues learned about at the conference with others in their communities, (2) to
use what they had learned to better support people spiritually or practically within
their professional roles (i.e. clergy, pastoral workers or health care professionals),
(3) plans to make arrangements for their own death and dying i.e. by writing an
Advance Decision or (4) supporting others to prepare for their deaths.
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2.2. Strand (2): Ambassador and capacity building
The conferences were designed to act as ‘hubs’ for show-casing what is possible,
embedding skills and networks and laying foundations for future work. Through the
organization of, and attendance at, the conference potential local/regional
‘ambassadors’ were identified. These people were worked with in advance of the
event and provided with the conference day experience. Further support from the
team following the conference in terms of clarifying knowledge and direction to
further training based resources currently available. The project co-ordinator has
kept in touch with those attending events and followed some of the off-shoot
impacts of the days in terms of what those attending have achieved in working
across their community/area/ region, and into future events.
‘Ambassadors’ include two people who have started up death cafes, one in
Gloucester and one on the Isle of Wight and approximately seven clergy (or faith
leaders) who are planning to hold discussion groups in their own communities in
Swindon, Gloucestershire, Cardiff, Somerset and London - with two hoping to take
this further and develop local (circuit or diocese) networks exploring death and
dying.
2.3. Strand (3): Tools/Resource development
Two type of resource were developed through the project over and above
awareness raising and capacity building within Christian communities - (a) a brief
practical organisational guide to support sites and ambassadors in organising future
events about death and dying and (b) online resource materials about death and
dying that have been developed for and through the conferences – and captured in
multiple forms – for use by these ambassadors and a wider network of
leaders/organisers, groups and individuals.
Alongside written talks and powerpoints we have also been able to capture some
high quality audio and film – this has enabled the building of an online multimedia
resource where materials are available either to be downloaded for use or hosted
online for both use and interaction with on and offline. Filming and editing of
selected talks has been made possible through securing some additional funding.
The resource will be launched at an evening event at Friends House, Euston, London
on 16th October 2017. Alongside the interest from attendees and local
ambassadors in the use of this resource for discussion at local community event,
there is interest in the resource from church level. The Methodist church in
particular have expressed an interest in using it as part of work they are doing to
resource their own church about the issues which the project explores.
2.4: Media engagement and reach
We reached a wider audience than the conference attendees alone through our
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engagement with the media through radio, press coverage and social media.
For example, a significant output from the project’s media strategy included the
creation of a programme-length discussion of Christian Perspectives on Death and
Dying as part of the series: ‘All Things Considered’ BBC Radio Wales (a ‘religious
affairs programme tackling the thornier issues of the day in a thought-provoking
manner’).
This thirty-minute programme was broadcast on Sunday 23rd October and Friday
28th October 2016. Presented by Roy Jenkins the programme explored the social,
cultural, medical and theological aspects of death and dying in the 21st century.
Discussion from the speakers included Professor Jenny Kitzinger speaking about the
importance of talking about death, the Christian project and forthcoming
Gloucester and Cardiff conferences and Dr Idris Baker and Bishop Alan Wilson
discussing treatment withdrawal and debating assisted dying. ‘All Things
Considered’ receives, on average 65,000 listeners per programme and 20,000
downloads of the podcast.
During this radio programme Professor Jenny Kitzinger met Dr Idris Baker who
became a key speaker for the Cardiff conference and travelled to York to speak and
support the project there also.
Members of the press or freelance journalists were present at three conferences
(Gloucester, Cardiff and Oxford) and articles were produced following these
conferences for local or Christian press. The Frome conference was reported in the
town paper ahead of the event and the London conference was reported on in
Quaker press following the event by a key London Quaker. Furthermore, an article
(authored by Julie Latchem) has been published in ‘Christian Today’ about the
forthcoming resource launch.
A twitter handle (@XnDying) was created for the project, through which the
conferences and project outputs were advertised and some issue based discussions
had. Through support from the project charities and the project followers we
directly reached several thousand twitter followers.
3. Positives, challenges and reflection
• We are grateful for the huge commitment from speakers who dedicated a great
deal of time to put together excellent presentations, travelled long distances and
often spoke at multiple conferences – and who told us that they developed their
knowledge and skills through participation and listening to other speakers and
engaging in debate on panels.
• We appreciated the support and kindness from our venue partners and their
congregations who helped with catering, venue management, and advertising and
technology.
• In addition to the core funding for the project from The Paristamen CIO,
additional funds from the ESRC, AHRC, University of York, Cardiff University and
generosity of partners (for example, the many hundreds of pounds gifted to the
project by London Quakers for the securing of Friends House for a conference and
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the resource launch) were key to developing the project.
• We were delighted by the level of engagement we had from attendees who
despite the intense nature of the topics, concentrated intently, engaged
thoughtfully and were supportive of others and the speakers to create a warm
space for sharing and reflection.
• Our work also identified gaps that were really hard to fill, for example, we could
not find speakers who felt confident reflecting on Advance Decisions from a
Christian Perspective, for our final conference therefore the project co-ordinator
(Julie Latchem) developed a response - which is now part of the resource. Similarly,
at our request, one of our collaborators, Professor Celia Kitzinger, developedthrough multiple correspondence with Christian speakers on 'both sides' of the
debate - an agreed summary of the key information on ‘assisted dying’/’assisted
suicide’ (e.g. on current state of debate in parliament). This was vital to the success
of that panel in our subsequent conferences because panel members and/or
audience participants were talking about the same thing and understood the policy
framework. (Early on we found people were speaking 'past' each other - or
sometimes misunderstanding key 'facts' about the proposed legislation which they
then theologised.)
• We were originally planning (see application) to attract between 1000-1200
conference attendees – in practice ‘audience’ numbers directly involved in the main
conferences only reached around 500 (detailed explanation of the challenges are
presented in individual conference reports). A key element was resistance to
talking about death and dying from the Christian community (combined with some
people who were interested in talking about death not wanting to come to an event
badged as ‘Christian’ rather than inter-faith or not identified as ‘faith-linked at all).
This in itself is an important finding.
• We reached across gender and class but did not attract a diverse audience in
terms of age or ethnic identity – this is something that could be further explored.
• The challenges as well as the opportunities of partnership were labour intensive
and moving between diverse venues without a budget for professional services
created substantial challenges. Technical challenges were encountered with sound
systems (including on the occasion when this was paid for and professionally
managed) and technical problems arose with the resource that were outside our
control and could not have been predicted.
• Each conference day was both 'too long' in terms of participants' comfort
(especially for some older attendees) and 'too short' in terms of what more they
wanted to fit in and the fact that every speaker - and the building from one panel to
another - was appreciated. We therefore think in some ways the resource that is a
legacy of the project – by presenting the talks online - may be a way of
representing the speakers which might work better in some ways. We are
clear that we do not see the resource as being used 'at one sitting' but as
benefitting from flexible usage, possibly over a series of evenings or a course of
meetings for debate and reflection.
• The 'community' aspect of this work is a key element of its success and time for
group discussion is important (every conference was 'buzzing' and ideally we would
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have liked more time for group discussion). We do not see the online resource
as working at its optimum for individuals (to use in any kind of e-learning way), so
much as a resource to be taken up by ambassors or learning groups (perhaps
meeting over a series of evenings to discuss a set of talks).
All these will be considerations for any future initiatives building on this work – and
full details can be found in individual event reports.
4. Conclusion and reflections
The original aim of the project was to offer "a project that will make a real
difference to Christians in the UK (or at least in England) around the consideration of
issues related to death and dying – in particular, the legal, ethical and theological
issues which arise."
The full impact of the project is yet to be realised and will depend on the ongoing
work of ambassadors and the uptake of the resource (across the UK – and possibly
beyond). What we can say is that participants in the project (not only attendees, but
speakers too) report going on a journey through which their understanding of key
issues - especially across the boundaries of law, medicine and theology - was
strengthened. People told us that the project also led they themselves to think
more deeply about death and dying, and multiple conversations were initiated on
the day and, we are told, subsequently pursued with colleagues, family and friends.
There was a strong and clear appetite for further opportunities for learning,
reflection and social and theological support around death and dying.
Our experience on this project suggests an urgent need for Christian churches to
develop their work in this area. One strong theme identified through the project
was the gap around ‘decision-making’ – churches have traditionally been very
strong in relation to issues such as dying in general, funerals and grief – but it seems
there may be value in a more focussed engagement with decision-making in
relation to medical interventions. Focussing on such issues was an important
opportunity to explore debates around official church teaching and how decisions
play out at-the-bedside in the contemporary world.
Over the course of this project it also became evident that the interface between
clinical and legal and theological information/reflection was core to the quality of
the discussion and understanding – and this is something we have tried to build into
the resource and would encourage future initiatives to consider. Community
support and development is also key to the future.
We hope this project has been only one beginning in the multi-stranded movement
to engage with death and dying – and that everyone who came along to the events,
and the online resource, will help resource ongoing engagement,
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